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Variable Frequency Drives are used within the automation industry to drive induction motors
with added precision over a simple contactor. Over the last decade, these devices have become
increasingly cheaper. VFDs are flexible, provide additional control and data in every application.
Their reliability as well as ease of use, especially within the Rockwell Automation ecosystem,
has allowed them to become popular all over the world. These drives can be easily wired to start
and stop from push buttons through direct inputs. However, a much more practical approach is
to add the drive to a private network which includes a Programmable Logic Controller. By doing
so, the programmer is able to create advanced motion routines in addition to the simple start
and stop features. Within the datasheet, the user will find a lot of information about the setup of
the drive. This includes wiring diagrams as well as parameters which we will be setting up
shortly. In terms of wiring, the simplest method of controlling the drive without a PLC is through
the use of a start and stop push buttons. The diagram below taken from the manual illustrates
how this can be accomplished. These parameters are split into six sections:. Each section has
specific parameters for the drive. As the names suggest, parameters within a section will
address the setup of electrical parameters, communication with other devices, logical
programming and the display of the drive. Therefore, we must start with the following:. By
setting those four parameters, the IP of the drive will be as follows: C Example: By setting those
four parameters, the subnet mask of the drive will be as follows: C By setting this parameter to
4, the module is reset without affecting the memory of the drive. We will be adding a start and
stop push buttons to control our drive through some basic ladder logic. The PLC inputs may be
configured as sourcing or sinking. This concept is often missunderstood by engineers and
technicians. However, the datasheet of the PLC provides a comprehensive diagram. The image
obove displays both configurations with the sinking one highlighted. Furthermore, the two
inputs, 00 and 01, are shown as well. These inputs are used for the start and stop button. The
image above is the actual PLC with the common landed on the 0VD terminal and the two
buttons landed on the inputs 00 and On the button side, the Start button is wired as normally
open while the Stop button is normally closed. This is the typical wiring scheme based on a
hardware circuit configuration. This can be achieved by selecting an appropriate button type or
by selecting the ones that have either option available. Note that through software, you may
program the buttons to work in any configuration; our typical preference is to keep all buttons
normally open. Once the PLC is powered up, the inputs are tested. Once either button is
pressed, the input should transition to the opposite state. We now need to configure the drive
through the software in order to program the control. However, the steps should be the same
with minor differences due to firmware revisions. Once the window is opened, find the device
you wish to add by searching in the specified area or by scrolling down through the list. Note
that you may need to install the drivers on older PLCs. They can be found through the Rockwell
Automation download center and installed on the local machine which has RSLogix or Studio
Configuring the parameters is done based on the datasheet. Note that the same parameters are
displayed in this prompt as the ones we accessed through the drive at the start of the tutorial.
You may change them through the drive or through the programming interface. Note that it may
be confusing by the nomenclature, but the tags labeled as O are PLC outputs, drive inputs. The
opposite is true of the tags labeled as I. You may choose to add advanced routines which would
monitor the acceleration and deceleration to fine tune what the drive is doing. Selecting a
Variable Frequency Drive over a contactor should be a no-brainer in most current applications.
Similar part numbers are available for larger drives. The VFD is programmed to start and stop
based on the presses of the two buttons wired into the local inputs of the same PLC. You
should be able to learn PLC programming from industry experts at your own pace and at a fair
price. A limit switch is an electro-mechanical device used to send an electrical signal based on
a physical interaction. Limit Switches are used to detect the presence of objects, thus allowing
the system to take desired action. Although the software environment is not the perfect
substitute for hands on experience on an actual PLC, the simulation delivers a very accurate
representation of ladder logic execution. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy Terms of Services.
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Small HP motor can be started simply plugging into the power supply. But large HP motor
required special unit called a motor starter. Direct online starter for 3-phase induction motor
contain parts like miniature circuit breaker MCB for motor protection purpose, overload relay,
power contactor, fuse unit, start button, stop button. Small size dol starter is operated manually
but for larger HP motor, dol motor starter are operated using electromechanical contactor relay
to switch motor ON and OFF. DOL Motor Starter can be used, if high starting current cannot
cause an excessive voltage drop in the motor circuit. D O L starter use for starting the small
motor, compressor, small water pumps, industrial conveyor belts. Fans, air curtains, exhaust
fan, blower, etc. A reversing starter can connect the motor for rotation in either direction. Such
a starter contains two DOL circuits â€”one for clockwise operation and the other for
counter-clockwise operation, with mechanical and electrical interlocks to prevent simultaneous
closure. For three phase motors, this is achieved by changing the wires connecting any two
phases. Single phase AC motors and direct-current motors require additional devices for
reversing rotation. In the case of three phases asynchronous motor, draws very high starting
current up till achieving full speed. This starting current up to 6 to 7 time of full load current. To
reduce this starting current larger motor has starting methods like star delta starter or variable
frequency drive. Which is 6 to 7 time of rated current of the motor. Besides then DOL starter
draws the starting current there also exists a current peak that can rise up to 14 times the rated
current since the motor is not energized from the first moment when starting. So, here the
question arises what is dol motor starter and how dol starter work. Explanation of direct online
motor starter with control and power circuit diagram is given below. After that, the main power
contactor coil energized due to electromechanical action and this latch contactor pole. The
motor will draw a very high inrush current for a short time. If the torque developed by the motor
is less than the torque of load at any speed during the start period. A contactor is a heavy duty
relay with the high current rating, used for power up electrical motor. Current rating for
contactor varies from 10 amps to several hundred amps. High current contactor is made from
an alloy containing silver. Arcing during the switching operation of contactor causes contact to
oxidize. However, silver oxide still good conductor. Overload protection is provided along with
the contactors to start the motor. Contactor is not used to interrupt a short circuit current,
Unlike the circuit breaker used. Contactor size varies from small to large for high current
appliances. Contactor creates noise while switching operation. If when requires silent operation
solid state relay used. The contactor has 3 NO contact which connects a motor to the power
supply and one additional contact refer as Auxiliary contact, which is act as hold on contact
when start push-button release. To maintain energization of contactor coil. If some time power
fails abruptly due to this contactor coil get de-energized,it open contactor terminal and motor
get disconnected from the supply. Most of motor winding failure occurs due to overload. Motor
overload tends to the heating of motor winding that results in the weakening of winding
insulation. A minor overload does not cause a motor failure immediately but it will eventually
shorten the expected lifetime. To prevent this situation thermal overload relay is provided into a
direct online starter circuit. Thermal overload relay has a bimetallic strip that bends because of
overheating caused by overcurrent. This disconnect motor from supply and prevent further
motor winding damage also insulation failure. There are two push buttons are used in dol motor
starter, one is a green color for the start button and other is red for the stop push button.
Switching of power supply carried out by using electromechanical contactor which has 3 to 4
pole. This is NC type push button we need to press to stop motor from running condition. Due
to this switching operation motor get disconnected from supply and motor stops rotating.
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review my wiring design for correctness since I always prefer a second set of eyes on these
things prior to hitting a button and blowing something up. Anyone have any thoughts on this
please reply. One additional question, Can anyone tell me what the other 2 non-numbered
terminals are on each side of the push buttons? Are the extra terminals for pilot lights? You
would not want to require hitting a start button each time you reverse the carriage direction,or
shut the motor off. Originally Posted by dinotom. Good afternoon, I am mostly finished
re-installing the motors and re-wiring the lathe. Switch schematic I need someone to review my
wiring design for correctness since I always prefer a second set of eyes on these things prior to
hitting a button and blowing something up. Originally Posted by Cal Haines. This really has
nothing to do with the ELSR switches or gearbox on your machine. I'm having trouble
deciphering your diagram. I had all three circuit diagrams to work from, and there were a lot of
subtle differences. The control circuit changed from low voltage to V. Details are out there, you
just have to search the old forum posts. I have rewired the start-stop to the schematic shown in
Cal's revised version of the thread he noted above. I have added the jumper from L removing
the one from L blue wire since I am using a Phase Perfect 3 phase converter. I also forgot to
mention that all these switches, when they came had these wires on them. Some also had green
wires connected to the small screw head terminal, thus why I think it is a ground , so obviously
they weren't new, open box as advertised but they all do look relatively unused. The one I
bought from the GE parts supplier had no wires. The way they are wired appears to be to allow
holding functionality or possibly allow voltage to go to the light if that lower terminal the wire
terminates on is actually for the light. I'm not sure, someone with better electrical knowledge
can opine on this? Cal, It is pretty clear in the schematic, which is for my machine according to
Terrie and according to the notes at the bottom of it, that Terminal 3 from the contactor goes to
the ELSR and then terminal 3A goes from the ELSR to the start button on the start-stop switch. I
am just trying to test if the MG Unit will start for now so I am going directly from terminal 3 to
the start button. Using the revised version of the thread you noted above, I am operating under
the assumption that this is the wiring setup I should be employing given the Phase Perfect
converter I am using. Just for clarification, I understand exactly what you have. Tags for this
Thread eslr , schematic , switch , switches , wiring. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. I agree to
receive emails from Practical Machinist containing industry news and updates from Practical
Machinist and its sponsors. You may unsubscribe at any time. From the left you have the main
contactor with the pneumatic timer because your main contactor is always energized, in the
Middle you have the Delta contactor with a thermal overload for motor protection in case the
motor exceeds the ampere rating set on the thermal overload, on the right you have the Star
contactor which is the first contactor to be energized with the main contactor then when the
timer reaches its time limit the Star contactor de-energizes and the Delta contactor energizes
and the Motor is running at full load. This way, the circuit is completed, as a result;. Related
Post:. Click image to enlarge. Related Posts:. Also read:. As we know the main purpose of star
delta starter is to start the three phase induction motor in Star Connection while run in Delta
Connection. While keep in mind that Star Delta starter can only be used for low to medium
voltage and light starting torque induction motors. In case of direct on line D. This way, Star
Delta Starter can be only used for light load during starting the motor. Otherwise, the heavy load
motor wont start due to low torque which need to accelerate the motor to rated speed while
converting to the Delta connection. What is the use of timer in this circuit and how will delta
operate after a delayed timing? Need ckt diagram fr three motor having star delta starter on
same mcc such that only 2motor can start simultaneously not 3rd one. You need to elaborate
more, in your diagram;how the contactors are energised and fully describe how it works. Are
you sure it will work? You might do a review about the diagram,and correct me if im wrong, it
doesnt work i think. Plz send me working principle and construction of semi automatic star
delta starterâ€¦. Could someone advice how to troubleshoot this problem? I think In the actual
built circuit shown as picture posted, the star contactor is connected to the thermal overload
terminal from motor side, which is more safety may be, not from delta contactor side as shown
in power circuit diagram. Mohammad Khalid, 1. Current flowing through star contactor is very
very less than the delta contactor. Star contactor is working only for some seconds and after
that Delta contactor will work continuesly. Please check your connection diagram you made in
fluid-sim. Wiring connection reference will be near the terminal box of motor or the terminal box
cover. This circuit is concept of star start delta run motors. Main supply will be connected to U1,
V1, W1 and the configuration of star or delta will be based on the active contactor. Timer is to
delay the turning off of the star contactor and delaying the turning on of the delta contactor. But
what if the voltage of start is different from the run voltage? Give me address and contract no.
Please assist me on where in the circuit to connect lamps to show that it running and a siren
aswell. Stanley, Run inductor lamp you can connect parallel to the main contactor C1 or in

series of any free NO Normally Open contact of C1 and trip inductor lamp or siren can be
connected in series of NO Normally Open contact of Over Load protector. Kindly what rates
required for motors of H. Thanks for sharing, it is a good information. And Why 2 Overload
protector relays? In second diagram. Waste of material!!!! Only one is enough as the current is
flowing in series with both the OLs. Your email address will not be published. Table of Contents.
Electrical Technology 55 5 minutes read. Show More. Related Articles. Electric Bill Calculator
with Examples. How this starter is built only combination of two contactors? It is a shematic
diagram. I need wiring diagram of automatic star delta. Have you come across this type of motor
windings arrangement before? Cheers Norman Peoples. Good day sir,please l will like to
download some diagrams and note. I will lik to no more about star delta diagrams, the one I will
understand well. Thanks Best Regards. Thanks for your valued information, it realy helped me
alot. Youssef Salimi. Your website is very important for those engineering students go ahead.
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content for you to learn and enjoy for free. Single phase power is typically reserved for lower
power requirements, however in some cases powering a small motor with single phase input
power is practical. Single phase motor starters are not commonly available since this is a rare
case, and with a little bit of know-how, a 3-phase motor starter can easily be wired for single
phase power. Previously, we discussed what a magnetic motor starter is a contactor and an
overload relay. The overload relay is designed so the current to the motor is shared between
phases, so if you only wire up one phase, then all the motor current goes through one of the
contacts on the overload, and you can actually create an overload condition. To prevent this, it
is important to wire the starter so the current is balanced between the contacts on the overload
relay. Here again is our picture of the 3-pole motor starter. The contactor is on top and the
overload relay is attached directly to it on bottom. You see 4 terminals because there are 3
poles and an auxiliary contact. As an example, the auxiliary contact can be used for something
like turning on a pilot light
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on the control panel, to indicate the motor is operating. We start by bringing in the 2 power
leads to L1 and L2 on the contactor. Then we add a jumper wire from L3 on the contactor to T2
on the overload relay. Please note, as this jumper wire will be carrying line power to the motor it
is important the wire gage is selected based on the current load going through the contactor.
Then you connect the 2 motor leads to T1 and T3. Using this method, the current is balanced
between the 3 poles on the overload. We hope this helps further your understanding of motor
controls. As always, feel free to contact us with any questions. These notes and diagrams are
intended to help understand motor control. We always recommend using a licensed electrician
to ensure safety, and adherence to local codes and directives. Single Phase Motor Overload
Protection Previously, we discussed what a magnetic motor starter is a contactor and an
overload relay. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks.

